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1. INTRODUCTION 
Stochastic problems in optimal control of dynamic systems have received 
much attention in recent years. In [l-5], separation theorems are proved 
which show that the stochastic optimal control can be synthesized by applying 
a deterministic control law to a trajectory estimate. In [6] it is shown that the 
stochastic optimal control is expressible as a deterministic function of an 
estimate of the system state vector. Each of the foregoing references deals 
with linear systems which have Gaussian statistics and additive noise gener- 
ated by Wiener integrals [7], and all but [6] assume a quadratic cost criterion. 
Discrete-time systems are considered in [ 1, 21, and continuous-time systems 
are considered in [3-61. In [4], time-delay appears in the observations, and 
in [5] the cost functional contains state variables with time-delay. By a 
simple transformation, the system considered in [5] can be converted to one 
in which time-delay appears in the system dynamics rather than the cost 
functional. 
In this paper, a class of linear systems with quadratic cost functionals 
expressible as Hilbert space norms is considered. An integral form of the 
system dynamics is utilized which is sufficiently general to include discrete- 
time, continuous-time and mixed systems, as well as systems with time-delay. 
No assumptions are made regarding the statistics of the system variables, 
except for the requirement that certain stochastic processes have (finite) 
Hilbert norms. 
Functional-analytic and measure-theoretic techniques are employed to 
prove the existence and uniqueness properties of a stochastic optimal control 
for the class of systems considered, as well as to prove a general separation 
theory from which the results in [l-5] can be obtained as special cases. 
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2. SETTIN(: 
Let (Q, ..(L/, P) be a probability space, and let (0, 9) be a measureable space, 
where D : [t,, , tf] is a finite time interval and 3Y is the collection of Bore1 
measurable subsets of D. (Or , A?,) and (D, , g4) are copies of (D, 33), and ml 
and ma are arbitrary finite measures defined on (Dl , &&) and (D, , at), 
respectively. For each f E D, D, = [f, t,], and D,, and D,, are copies1 of D, . 
Denote by L,(D, ;< Q) the collection of real-valued functions defined on 
D x 52 which are measurable with respect to the product sigma-field 9? x .A! 
and square integrable with respect to m, Y P, and letL,(D, x Q) denote the 
collection of real-valued .g x .a/-measurable functions on D x Q which are 
square integrable with respect to mz x P. Similarly, let L,(D, x D,) denote 
the collection of real-valued 23 x .%-measurable functions on D x D which 
are square integrable with respect to m, N me . 
It will be convenient to adopt the convention that integrals whose integrands 
are measurable but nonintegrable are assigned the value zero. For example, if 
x(t, w) E -b(D, :< Q), Fubini’s theorem implies x(t, .) E&(Q) for m,-a.e. 
t E D, i.e., the integral so x(t, W) P(d w exists for m,-a.e. t E D, and according ) 
to the above convention, JJa s(t, W) P(dw) = 0 for all t E D such that 
x(t, .) ~w-4~ 
For an arbitrary measurable space (S, 3) and measurable set A E 3, 
AC will denote the complement of A (with respect to S), and ,v4 will denote 
the characteristic function of 4 on S. Thus r2c = S’!A and 
If x(.) E&(Q), the expectation of s, denoted by E(x), is defined by 
E(s) = j-, X(W) P(dw), 
and if 9 C .& is a sigma-field, the conditional expectation of s given 3, 
denoted by E(x / 9), is a real-valued function on Q such that 
(i) E(x / 9) (.) is .F-measurable, 
(4 E(x I W (.) E -WQn>, 
(iii) SF E(x 1 S)(w)P(dw) = Jfx(~)P(dw) VFE~. 
The basic properties of conditional expectations can be found in [7, 81. In 
particular, E(x j 9) (w) is uniquely determined up to a P-equivalence on fin. 
1 When confusion is unlikely, (D, , 3Y1) and (Da , C3.J will be written simply as 
(D, a), and DIt and Dzt will be written as Dt . 
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A point worth mentioning is that there are forms of Fubini’s theorem for 
both completed and noncompleted product measure spaces. The non- 
completed form of Fubini’s theorem (and also Tonelli’s theorem) is used 
throughout this paper and can be found in [9]. Both forms of Fubini’s 
theorem can be found in [IO]. 
3. A STOCHASTIC Omhm CONTROL PROBLEM 
Consider a control system2 described by 
x (t, w) = w(t, w) +Jrt tl -qc 4 u(s, WI m2w7 (t,w)ED x Q, (3.1) 
01 
with cost functional 
J(u) = E 11 x(t, a>” 44 + SD 0, -1’ m2(4 , (3.2) 
D 
where w(., .) EL,(D, x 52), u( ., .) EL,@), x Q) and L( ., .) EL,(D, x D,). 
It follows by Schwarz’s inequality and Fubini’s theorem that 
x(., .) E&(& x Q). Without loss of generality, it is assumed that 
L(t, .) EL~(D.J for all t E D, , and L(., s) eL2(D1) for all s E D, . 
In (3.1), u is the control, w includes transient and noise or disturbance 
terms, and x is the state or a linear transformation of the state of the control 
system. 
Let y(t, w) be a vector-valued stochastic process on (a, &, P) and R, the 
real line, i.e., 
Yk a) = [YAk WI, h E 4, (t,w)~R x Sz, (3.3) 
where (1 is an index set, and for each h E (1, yA(t, W) is a real-valued stochastic 
process on (Q, &, P) and R. y(t, W) is the control system observation process, 
and is assumed to be functionally independent3 of the control u(., .). Let 
i.e., 
w, w) = [Y(T, QJ), ?- -=c 4, (t, w) ED x J2, (3.4) 
w, w) = [YA(T, w), h E A, 7 < q, (t, w) E D x Q. (3.5) 
’ For notational simplicity, only the scalar case is considered. However, the exten- 
sion of results obtained in this paper to systems with finite-dimensional control and 
state vectors is straightforward. 
3 This condition may not be met automatically. However, if the observation at 
each t E D depends linearly on ~(7, w), 7 < t, the residual observation obtained by 
subtracting the contribution due to ~(7, w), I < t, is functionally independent of the 
control process and contains the same information as the original observation. 
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Thus for each t E D, I’(f, W) is the random vector on (Q, &, P) which is 
identified with the segment on the interval (- c~, t) of the observation pro- 
cess y(t, w). For each t E D, I-(t, W) is the collection of all observations made 
prior to the time instant t. 
Now let 
!Yt = u{I’(f, .)>, t E D, (3.6) 
i.e., for each t E D, ?Yt is the sigma-field of subsets of Q generated by the 
random vector I’(t, .). Thus, for each t E D, ?Jyt is the smallest sigma-field 
of subsets of Q with respect to which every random variable ~~(7, .), h E rl, 
7 < t is measurable, and, clearly, JYt C .oz’. Finally, let 
I’ ={FE~ x AJ;F,.E?V~, tED), (3.7) 
where F,. = {W E Q; (t, w) E F}, t E D. It is readily verified that t is a sigma- 
field of subsets of D x Q, and by definition lfl C&? x .&. 
The stochastic optimal control problem is to determine a control 
uO(., .) EL,(D x Q, P, m, Y P) such that 
J(uO) = inf{J(u); u(., .) EL,,(D x Q, (0, mp x P)}. (3.8) 
The C-measurability requirement insures that uJ., .) is a x .&measurable 
and u,Jt, .) is%‘,-measurable for each t E D. The latter condition implies [l 1, 
Theorem 2.3.81 that there exists a collection of Baire (measurable) functions 
{ft, t E D} such that 
%(f, w) = f,[F(t, w)l, (t, w) E D x Q, (3.9) 
i.e., the control is a function of past observations only. Conversely, (3.9) 
implies u,(t, .) is Y,-measurable for each t E D. 
It will be shown in Section 5 that a solution to the stochastic optimal con- 
trol problem exists, and, moreover, the solution is uniquely determined up to 
an m, x P-equivalence on D x Q. 
4. AN ABSTRACT OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM 
In this section, an abstract formulation of an optimal control problem is 
considered. A Hilbert space setting is employed, and the problem formulation 
is sufficient to include the stochastic control problem formulated in Section 3. 
Let H1 and H2 be arbitrary Hilbert spaces with respective inner products 
(., .)r and (., .)z and respective norms 11 . \I1 and (1 11s . Let T : H2 - HI be a 
bounded linear transformation, and let MC H, be a subspace (i.e., a closed 
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linear manifold). ZYs is the control space, and M is the collection of admissible 
controls associated with a system described by 
x = w + Tu, x, w E Hl ) UEH:!, (4.1) 
with cost functional 
J(u) = II .x IIf + II u 11; * (4.2) 
The optimal control problem is to determine a control ue EM with the 
property 
/(u,) = inf{j(u); 21 E M}. (4.3) 
In this section, it will be shown that a solution to the optimal control pro- 
blem exists and that it is unique; i.e., there exists a unique u, E M such that 
J(uJ = minfJ(u); u E M}. (4.4) 
Furthermore, a pair of functional equations whose simultaneous solution 
yields the optimal control U, will be determined. 
It is well known [12] that corresponding to T, there exists a unique trans- 
formation T* : HI - Hz , bounded and linear, with the adjoint property, 
i.e., for all XEH~, UEH~, 
(Tu, x)~ = (u, T*& . (4.5) 
Moreover, the operator T*T is self-adjoint and nonnegative on H2 , and 
I + T*T is invertible on H2 . 
Denote by H3 the vector space Hz with inner product defined by 
u, ZI E H3; (u, v)~ = (u, (I + T*T) ~1)~ . (4.6) 
It is readily verified that H3 is complete with respect to the norm induced by 
the inner product (., .)s , and thus H3 is a Hilbert space. 
Substituting (4.1) into (4.2) and using (4.5) and (4.6) one obtains 
J(u) = II w 11; - ll(I + T*T)-l T*w 11; + I/ u + (I + T*T)-l T*w 11; , (4.7) 
where /I . 1)s is the norm induced by (., .)a . Using the fact that M is a subspace 
of Hz, it follows that M is also a subspace of H3, and consequently the 
Hilbert space Projection theorem applied to (4.7) implies the following 
result. 
THEOREM 4.1. There exists a unique vector u, E :\I with the property that 
J(uO) == inf( J(u); u E ill}. Furthermore uO is the unique vector in M such that 
jl u, + (I + T*T)-l T*w l/s = inf{il u + (I + T*T)ml T*w (IS; u E M}. 
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The next theorem presents functional equations whose solution yields the 
optimal control u, . 
THEOREM 4.2. Let u, E 111 be the (unique) solution of the optimal control 
problem, i.e., J(u,J = inf{J( u ; u E Ml. Let P,, be the projection on A4 in Hz . ) 
Then u, is the unique solution of the system 
(1) x0 = w + Tu, , 
(2) u, = - P,T*x, . 
Moreover, the operator (I + TP,,,T*) is invertible on H1, the operator 
(I + P,MT*TPM) is invertible on Hz, and 
(3) x, = (I + TP,T*)-1 w, 
(4) u, = - P,,T*(I -+ TP,T*)--l w = - (I + P,T*TP,)-’ P,,T”w. 
Proof. According to Theorem 4.1, 
I/ u, + (I + T*T)-l T*w //a = inf{li u + (I + T*T)-l T*w /IS; II E Al}, 
and, consequently, it follows that 
(5) (u. + (I + T*T)-l T*w, u)~ - 0 
for all u E M. Using (4.6) and (1) in (5) leads to 
(6) (u. + T*r, , u& = 0 
for all u E II/I. 
Now PM) being a projection operator, is self-adjoint, and, moreover, 
P,,u, == u, since u, E M. Therefore 
(7) (uo + f’,.,T*x, ,~)a = 0 
for all u E Hz , and this implies (2). Thus [x0, u,] is a solution of (1), (2). 
To prove the uniqueness of this solution, let [x, u] be any solution of (l), 
(2). It then follows that 
(8) (I + TP,T*) x = m. 
But TP,T* is a nonnegative self-adjoint operator on H1 , and thus 
Z + TP,T* is invertible on H1 . Therefore, 
(9) x == (I + TP,T*)-= w. 
This implies the uniqueness of the solution of (l), (2), and also proves (3) 
and the first equality in (4). 
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To prove the second equality in (4), observe that PMT*TPM is a non- 
negative self-adjoint operator on I&, and thus (I + P,T*TP,%,) is invertible 
on Hz . Then, substituting (1) in (2) it follows that 
u,, = - (I + PhfT*TP,)-’ P,T*w. 
5. FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS APPLIED TO THE STOCHASTIC OPTIMAL 
CONTROL PROBLEM 
Consider the stochastic optimal control problem formulated in Section 3. 
Let Hl and H, be the Hilbert spaces associated with Ls(Dr x Q) and 
L&D, x Sz), respectively, let T : H2 --f Hl be defined by 
UEH~; u-4 (4 w) = tl L(t, s) u(s, w) m&w (5.1) 
0. 
for ltlr x P-a.e. (t, W) E D x Q, and let MC H, be the collection of equi- 
valence classes* generated by the O-measurable elements in L,(D, x Q). 
Clearly, T is bounded and linear, and according to Lemma Al, M is a 
subspace in H, . Using (5.1) in (3.1) and applying Fubini’s theorem in (3.2) 
it follows that the stochastic optimal control problem falls within the frame- 
work of the abstract optimal control problem of Section 4, and applying 
Theorem 4.1, the stochastic optimal control problem has a solution uniquely 
determined up to an ms x P-equivalence on D x Q. 
Routine analysis shows that T* : Hl -+ H, is given by 
XEH~; (T*-4 (6 w> = J‘, t t l L(s, t) ~0, w) ~(4 (5.2) 
‘f 
for mz x P-a.e. (t, W) E D x Sz, and applying Theorem 4.2 it follows that 
the solution to the stochastic optimal control problem is uniquely specified by 
the solution of the system 
x0(& w) = w(t, w) + j,, *,L(t, s) u&, w) m,(ds), ml x P-ax., (5.3) 
0 
%P, w) = - I,, t l L(s, t) x,(s, w) m,(h), m2 X P-a.e., (5.4) 
- f 
24&t, w) = (PMvo) (t, w), m2 X P-a-e. (5.5) 
4 This terminology is defined in the Appendix. 
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In [I I, Chap. 31 it is shown that for eachf(t, W) EL,(D, :< Q) there exists 
an Lo”-measurable function E[f(t, .) i “2/J (w) EL,(D, Y’ Q), uniquely deter- 
mined up to an NI, :“ P-equivalence, which is a conditional expectation of 
f(t, .) given “Yt for frz,-a.e. t E D. Using this fact, the next lemma establishes a 
connection between the projection operator P,\, and conditional expectation. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let f(t, w)EL~(D, x Q) and Zet E[f(t, .) I$,] (w) be an 
@-measurable function and a conditional expectation of f (t, .) given +Y4/, for 
ma-a.e. t E D. Then E[f(t, .) / YJ (w) EL@, x Q) and 
(1) (Pnrf) (t, w) = -qf(t, .) I a-u,l b) 
for m2 x P-a.e. (t, W) E D x SZ. 
Proof. Since (ma x P) (D, x Q) = m,(D) < ~(j, Holder’s inequality 
implies L,(D, x Sz) C L,(D, x Q), and this implies the existence of 
E[f (t, .) 1 “4Yt] (w) satisfying the hypothesis. Using the g x ,&-measur- 
ability of E[ f (t, .) ( 8,] (CO), an application of Tonelli’s theorem shows that 
E[f (t, .) I ~Y,ICJJ) ~-MD, x Q). 
Let FE C. Then since (P&{ f) (t, w) EL~(D, x Q) CL,(D, x J?), 
J Wwf) (t, w) - W(t, 0) I jgtl (w>i (m, x f’) (d(tt w)> F 
= (XP , bf ):! - [ j .W(t, 9 I %I (4 W4 m2W) 
‘D F,. 
= (XF ,fh - jDjF f (t, 4 VW) m&Y 
t 
= jpf (t, w) (m, x P) (d(t, CO)) - 1’ f(t, w) (m, x P) (d(t, w)) I= 0. 
F 
The arbitrariness of F E Lo implies (1) which in turn implies 
E[ f (t, .) I St] (w) E L,(Dz Y Q). 
Applying Lemma 5.1 in (5.5) it follows that 
u,(t, W) = E[v,(t, .) 1 C!Jt] (CO), mp x P-a.e., (5.6) 
where E[v,(t, .) ( YJ (w) is a real-valued c-measurable function and a 
conditional expectation of vo(t, -) given S’, for ma-a.e. t E D. 
It is further shown in [ 11, Chap. 31 that for eachf(s, t, w) E L,(D, x D, j< Q) 
there exists a .SY x p-measurable function 
K&, t, .) I at] (w) E L,(D, x D, x Q), 
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uniquely determined up to an m, x ms x P-equivalence which is a con- 
ditional expeftation of f(~, t, .) given gt for m, x m,-a.e. (s, t) E D x D. 
Moreover, iff(s, t, W) EL,(D, x D, x Q), then 
E[f(s, t, .) / “Yt] (w) EL~(D~ x D, x Q). 
Applying this result together with well-known properties of conditional 
expectations, it follows from (5.4) and (5.6) that 
24&t, w) = - J L(S, t) E[.r,(s, -) 1 qt] (w) m,(ds), m2 X P-a.e., (5.7) [t*t,l 
where E[x,(s, .) 1 @Y,] (w) is a9 x O-measurable element ofL,(D, x D, x Q) 
and a conditional expectation of xO(s, .) given dYt for 
m, x m,-a.e.(s, t) E D x D. 
Fubini’s theorem justifies bringing the conditional expectation inside the 
integral. 
Let t = x{htkDXD:s2t) and let zO(s, t, CO) be a real-valued Zt? x I x &-mea- 
surable function on D x D x -Q satisfying 
+, t, w) = 5cs, t) jwts, 4 + j,t,nt,L(s, 4 e, 4 m&W/ (5.8) 
for m, x ms x P-a.e.(s, t, W) E D x D x Q. It is readily verified that 
zO(s, t, w) EL.JD~ x D, x Q) CL,(D, x D, x Q). Thus there exists a 
9 x O-measurable function E[z,(s, t, .) 1 [a,](w) E L,(D, x D, x Q) which is 
a conditional expectation of zO(s, t, .) giverig/, for m, x m,-a.e.(s, t) E D x D. 
It follows from (5.3) and (5.8) that, for ma x P-a.e. (t, W) ED x Q, 
for m,-a.e. s E D, , where E[u,(s, .) 1 JY,] (w) is a Z8 x C-measurable element 
of L,(D, x D, x Q) and a conditional expectation of zlO(s, .) given o2/t for 
mg x m,-a.e. (s, t) ED x D. Fubini’s theorem again justifies bringing the 
conditional expectation inside the integral. 
Now from (5.4), using somewhat similar reasoning to that which led to 
(5.7) it follows that 
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for ma x mz Y P-a.e. (s, f, W) E D x D N Q, where E[w,(s, ‘y ?YJ (w) is a 
28 ‘x: &measurable element of La(Z), x D, :s; Q) and a condittonal expecta- 
tion of u,,(s, .) given Yf for ma x ma-a.e. (s, t) E D x D. 
Since ?Yy, C YS , s >;: t, (s, t) E D ,< D, it follows from (5.6) that 
for m2 :< ma x P-a.e. (s, t, W) ED x D x Q, and, consequently, from (5.10) 
it follows that for ma x P-a.e. (t, W) E D x 52, 
-Q&9 *I I gu,1 b) = - /,,,, 1 L(y, s) W,(y, .) I gtl (w> m,@) (5.12) L 
for ma-a.e. s E D, . 
The results obtained in this section so far are summarized in (I) of the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.2. (I) The stochastic optimal control problem formulated in 
Section 3 for the system 
(1) x(t, w> = $4 a) + jri L(t, s) u(s, w) m,(ds), (t, w> E D x Q, 
0. 
tl 
(2) J(u) = E Is, x(6 -)” q(dt) + 1, u(t, -)” m,(dt)[ , 
has a solution u,(t, W) EL~(D x Q, 9, ma x P) which is uniquely determined 
up to an m2 >: P-equiwalence on D x Q. Let x,(t, W) EL,(D, x Q) satisfy 
(3) x0@, W) = w(t, W) + I,, tlL(t, s) u&, a) m&W, ml >: P-a.e., 
0. 
and let zO(s, t, W) E L,(D, x D, x Q) satisfy 
(4) z,(s, t, W) = 5(s, t) Iw(s, ~1 + ~rl,,t,L(s, y> uo(y, m> m&W\ 9 
m, x mz X P-a.e. 
Then there exist 33 x C-measurabk functions E[x,(s, .) j +YJ (CO), 
E[z,(s, t, .) 1 g’;] (w) EL,(D, x D, x Q), uniquely determined up to an 
m1 x m2 x P-equivalence, and E[u,(s, .) 1 CVi] (w) EL~(D~ x D, x Sz), uni- 
quely determined up to an m, x m2 x P-equivalence, which are, respectiwely, 
a conditional expectation of x,(s, .) given Cyst for m1 x ma-a.e. (s, t) E D x D, 
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a conditional expectation of q,(s, t, .) given Y’t for ml x m,-a.e. (s, t) E D x D, 
and a conditional expectation of q,(s, *)givenYt for m, x m,-a.e. (s, t) E D x D. 
Furthermore, for m2 x P-a.e. (t, w) E D x Q, 
(5) -mo(s, -1 I“YJ (WI 
= E[z,(s, t, *) I gt] (w) + I,, 
.s 
]L(s, r) E[uo(r, a) / Yy,] (w) m,(dr) 
for m,-a.e. s E D, , 
(6) E[u&, -1 Igtl @J) = - ~cs.tf14r,  ~LQ~ .I I gu,l (~1 m,(dr) 
for mp-a.e. s E D, , and 
(7) %(C w) = - I,, t ] W, t) -&,(r, a) I~Y,I (w) m,W). 
‘f 
(II) There exists a set N, ~0, (m, x P) (NJ = 0, such that if 
(8) %(s, t, w) = fi,“(t, w) &, 0 E[ds, t, *> I “ytl (~1, 
(s, t, co) E D x D x l2, 
then a,( ., t, w) EL,(D,) for all (t, w) E D x Q, and the system 
(9) i(~, t, w) = &(s, t, UJ) + 4(s, t> j,f,,,L(s, r)a(r, t, w)mddr), 
(10) ti(s, t, W) = - 5(s, t) j,, tfl L(r, 4 $r, t, w> m&W, 
(s, t, w) ED x D x Q, 
has a solution i(s, t, W) EL~(D~ x D, x Q), ti(s, t, w) EL,(D, x D, x l2) for 
which a(., t, W) ELM, 21(-, t, W) EL,(D,) for all (t, w) E D x Q, and the 
function li(t, t, w), (t, w) E D x 52, is a solution to the stochastic optimal control 
problem, i.e., zi(t, t, w) E L,(D x Q, fl, m, x P) and 
fi(t, t, w) = u,(t, w), m2 X P-a.e. 
Proof (II). It follows by Fubini’s theorem that there exists N1 E 9, 
(m, x P) (iV1) = 0, such that 
and 
m4s, .) I %tl (WI, EMS, t, .) I gtl (w) ELADA 
mJ(s, .I I gu,1 (WI ELA4) for all (t, W) E Ni . 
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(I) implies there exists :V2 t p, (q ., P) (N,) = 0, such that for all (t, wj E A’,, 
(7) holds, (5) holds for m,-a.e. s t D, and (6) holds for ma-a.e. 5 E D, . Put 
N0 = IV, u ;V2 and let 
%(s, t, w) = XNue(C w)kys, t) Jq%(h t, .) I (Pfl (WI, 
i(s, t, w) = So(s, t, w) 
+ xNop(t, wj t(s, t) J w, y) Jq%J(r, .) I at1 (w) m,(dr), 
ct.s1 
for all (s, t, W) E D x D x Q. Then N, EC, (112s x P) (NJ = 0, and it 
follows immediately that (9) and (10) are satisfied. 
It is also clear that 
.C(., ‘, .) E&(D, x D, x J-4, a(., ., .)EL,(D, x D, x f2), 
i(., t, w) EJW,), a(., t, w) EL@&), (t,w)ED x l2. 
Furthermore, 
qt, t, w) = xA$f(t, w) u,(t, w), (t,w)tD x J-2, 
and this proves that fi(t, t, w) is a solution of the stochastic optimal control 
problem. 
6. A SEPARATION PRINCIPLE 
In terms of notation introduced previously, consider a control system 
described by 
*y(t) = w(t) + J‘,, t ED, (6.1) 
0. 
tlat> 4 44 %@a 
with cost functional 
J(u) = I’, r(t)” m&q + jD u(t)” ml,@), (6.4 
where w( .) E L,(D,), u( .) E L,(D,) and thus x( .) EL,(D,). The control problem 
is to determine a control u,(.) E&,(&) such that 
k) = infU(4; 4.) E -WM. (6.3) 
This problem is the deterministic analog of the stochastic optimal control 
problem formulated in Section 3. 
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The results of Section 4 can be used to show that the deterministic control 
problem has a solution uO( .) E La(&) and this solution is uniquely determined 
up to an m,-equivalence on D by the system 
dt) = W(4 + i,, r144 4 uo(s) m,(4, m,-a.e., (6.4) 
0. 
A closed-loop, or feedback, form of this solution will now be developed. 
For the present, let t ED be fixed, let 
%(S, t) = w(s) + J [t t) 4, y) %(Y) m,W), SEDt, (6.6) 0. 
and observe that z,(., t) ELJD~J. Now for u(., t) EL,(D,,), let 
and put 
JtW = j, x(4 f)” m,w + j, u(s, t)” m,(ds). 68) t t 
Let HI, and Hzt be the Hilbert spaces associated with L,(D,,) and L2(D,,), 
respectively. Let T, : Hzt + H,, be defined by 
u E 4,; (TP) (4 = j,,,,, a y) u(y) m,(dy) (6.9) 
for m,-a.e. s E D, , and observe that T,* : H,, + H,, is given by 
x~H,,; CT,*4 (s) = j,,, t l W, 4 -+,I m,(dy > (6.10) 
f 
for m,-a.e. s E D, . 
Applying the results of Section 4 with M = H,, , P,, = I, it follows that 
there exists uJ., t) EL,(D,,) such that 
/dd = Wl&; UC., 4 E-WL)I, (6.11) 
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and u,(., t) is uniquely determined up to an m,-equivalence on n, hy the 
system 
%(S, ‘) = %(S, t) + jLr ] -qs, y) %(Y, 0 %(dY), q-a.e. s E D, , (6.12) 
.c 
uo(s, t) = - J [ t ] w, 4 .%(Y, t) m,W), m,-a.e. s E D, . (6.13 
5, f 
It follows immediately that 
x,(s, t) = No(S), m,-a.e. s E D, , (6.14) 
& t) = %(S), m,-a.e. s E D, . (6.15) 
Also, applying Theorem 4.2 to (6.12), (6.13), it follows that 
xo(s, t)= [(I + T,Tt*)-l%(., t)l (41 m,-a.e. s E D, , (6.16) 
uo(s, t)= - {T,*[(z + TJf*)y %(.r t)l> (4, m,-a.e. s E D, . (6.17) 
Repeating the above for each t E D, it follows from (6.5) (6.14), (6.16) that 
uo(t> = - j L(s, t) [(I + T,T,*)-l x0(., 01 (s) ml@), 
[f.ffl 
m,-a.e., 
and this is the basis for the following definition. 
(6.18) 
DEFINITION 6.1. The collection of linear5 transformations {U, : Hi, 4 R, 
t E D} defined by 
tED, .zEH,,; u,z = - 
s q, t) [(I + T,T,*Y4 (4 nh(4 lt,t,l 
is called the feedback optimal control law for the system (6.1), (6.2). 
LEMMA 6.1. For each t E D and .z(., t) E L,(D,,), there exist 
a(., t) ~Ls(4t) and a(., t) EL,(D,J 
such that 
(1) a(~, t) = z(s, t) + j,f,r,W, y) c(y, 1) m,(dy), s E Dt , 
(2) C(s, t) = - J’, t,l L(y, s) a(~, t) m,(dy), s E Dt I 
Furthermore, G(s, t) and zi(s, t) are uniquely determined on D, , and 
(3) tz(t, t) = U,z(., t). 
5 If R is viewed as a normed space, each of the transformations Ut , t E D, is also 
bounded. 
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Proof. Applying Theorem 4.2, it follows that there exist x(., t) E&(D~J 
and u(., t) EL~(D~J such that 
+, t) = z(s, t)+ j [t ] L(s, y> u(y, t) m,(dy), ml-a.e. s E Dt , 
.s 
u(s, t) = - j [, t ,L(y, s) dy, t) m,(dr), m,-a.e. s ED, 
7. f 
and with $(s, t) and ti(s, t) defined by 
ff(~, t) = +, t) + j,, ]L(s, ~1 U(Y, t) m,W), SE&, .s 
zi(s, t) = - j SEDt, [ t l W, 4 4~~ 9 m,W), 5. f
it follows immediately that (1) and (2) are satisfied. 
To prove uniqueness, let a(., t) EL,(D,,) and C( ., t) EL,(D,,) be a solution 
of (I), (2). It follows by Theorem 4.2 that 
qs, t) = qs, t), 
qs, t) = qs, t), 
m,-a.e. s E D, , 
m,-a.e. s E D, . 
Thus C(*, t) and zi(*, t) yield the same integral in (l), and hence 
qs, t) = qs, t), SED~. 
Similarly, it follows that 
zi(s, t) = qs, t), SED~. 
Finally, Theorem 4.2 also implies that 
qs, t) = [(I + TJ,*)-l z(., g1 (s), m,-a.e. s E D, , 
and thus (2) and Definition (6.1) imply 
zqt, t) = U,z(., t). 
THEOREM 6.2. (I) Let u&t, w) be a solution of the stochastic optimal con- 
trol problem formulated in Section 3 for the system 
(1) 44 w> =44 WI + j,, 0’ t, L(t, s) u(s, w> m,(ds), (t, w> E D x Q, 
(2) J(u) = j,,, x(t, ~1’ (ml x P> (WY w>> 
+ s,,, u(t, w)’ (m2 x P) (d(t, w)). 
409/38/3-4 
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Let EJS, t, co) EL,(D, i’ Dz ‘,” Q) satisfy 
(3) z&, t, w) 7 ((s, t) jw(s, co) -, j‘,, 
0. 
,)L(S, r) u,,(r, w) m2(dr)j ) 
ml x m, x P-as., 
and let E[z,(s, t, .) / !YJ (w) be aA3 Y fl’-measurable element ofL,(D, ;: D, x 9) 
and a conditional expertation of zO(s, t, .) given !Yt for 
wzl x. m2-a.e. (s, t) E D x D. 
Suppose there exist functions g(., t, w) E-W&), CC.9 t, w) E L,(D,,), 
(t, W) E D x Q, and a set N, E In, (m2 x P) (NI) = 0 such that for all 
(t, w) E w, 
(4) .f(s, t, w) = E[ds, 6 *) I gy,l (w) + jrl..qlL(s, T) @, t, w) m,(dr), 
s~Dtr 
(5) 2i(s, t, W) = - 
J 
L(r, s) a(~, t, w) q(dy), sgDt. 
[s, f,l 
Then there exists NE C, (m, x P) (N) = 0, such that 
(6) ti(t, t, w) = U,(t, w) 
for all (t, W) NC. 
(II) (Separation Theorem). Let {U, : H,, + R, t E D} be the feedback 
optimal control law for the system (6. l), (6.2) given by Definition 6.1. Denote the 
restriction of E[z,(s, t, .) j qt] (w) to s E D, , (t, w) E D x Q, by 
E[z,(s, t, .) I I,], (~1. Th en there exists NE 6, (m2 x P) (N) = 0 such that 
(7) u,(t, w) = C:,E[z,(., t, .) I Jyt/tlt (w) 
for all (t, W) E NC. 
Proof. (I) Let N, EC?‘, (m, x P) (NJ = 0 satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 5.2 (II), b o serve that (11) Theorem 5.2 implies there exists N, E @, 
(m, x p> (NJ = 0, such that zi(t, t, w) = u,(t, w) for all (t, w) E i’Vzc, and let 
N = N, u N1 u N, . Then NE 0, (m2 x P) (N) = 0, and for all (t, W) E NC, 
Jq%(s, t, .) I gt1 (w) = %(s, t, w), SED,, 
(8) ?(s, t, w) = .&(s, t, w) + J‘,, ,L(S, Y) c(r, t, w> ‘%(dY), s~Dt, 
.s 
and 
c9) c(s, t* w) = - I,, $6 S) a(r, t, w) m,(dr), s E D, . 
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But, from Theorem 5.2 (II) and Lemma 6.1, this implies 
(10) Z(s, t, w) = i(S, t, W), SED,, 
(11) zi(s, t, w) = lz(s, t, W), s E D, , (t, w) E NC. 
Hence 
(12) li(t, t, w) = G(t, t, W) = U,#, W) 
for all (t, w) EN”. 
(II) Applying Lemma 6.1 to (8), (9), it follows that 
(13) u’(t, w> = U,&,(.> t, .) I gtlt (w) 
for all (t, W) E NC, and in view of (12) this implies (7). 
The functions u(t, t, w) and U,E[z,(., t, .) 1 YJt (w) in the above theorem 
are not necessarily O-measurable, and consequently they may not technically 
qualify as solutions of the stochastic optimal control problem. In a practical 
sense, however, these functions are solutions to the stochastic optimal control 
problem since for each t ED, they are %‘/,-measurable, and with probability 
one, they result in the same cost and trajectory as u,(t, w). Technical problems 
involving the possible nonmeasurability of u(t, t, w) and 
Cr,Eb,(., t, .) I gtlt (~1 
can be resolved by simply completing the appropriate measure spaces. 
7. DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS 
A general theory for a class of linear stochastic control systems has been 
developed which shows that the stochastic optimal control exists, is unique, 
and can be obtained by solving a deterministic optimal control problem and a 
trajectory estimation problem separately. A separation theorem states that the 
stochastic optimal control can actually be synthesized by applying a linear 
deterministic optimal control law to a trajectory estimate. At each instant of 
time in the control interval, the trajectory estimate is the conditional expecta- 
tion of the future trajectory of the stochastic system given the past observa- 
tions and zero future control. Calculation of the trajectory estimate may 
require smoothing or prediction as well as filtering. 
The results obtained in this paper can be applied to a variety of discrete- 
time and continuous-time systems, systems with time-delay, and systems 
with non-Gaussian statistics. In particular, a stochastic version of [13] will be 
considered in another paper. 
Finally, the areas of stochastic distributed parameter control systems and 
stochastic differential games are candidates for the application of extensions 
of results obtained in this paper. 
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.-IPPENDIS 
The Hilbert space L,(S, 3, nz). 
The space L,(S, 3, WZ), also written L,(S), is the collection of all real- 
valued functions defined on S which are measurable with respect to 9 and 
square integrable with respect to m, i.e ., x(.) E L,(S, .F, m) implies 
J 
x(s)* m(ds) < co. 
s 
Two functions in L,(S) are said to be m-equivalent if they are equal 
m-a.e. on S. The m-equivalence class generated by x(.) EL,(S), denoted by X, 
is defined by 
x = {y(.) EL,(S); y(s) = x(s) for m-a.e. s E S}. 
Let H be the collection of equivalence classes of elements in L,(S). Then H 
is a Hilbert space with inner product given by 
x, y E H; cx, y) = j, x(s) y(s) m(4. 
Let d C F be a sigma-field and let M(O) be the collection of equivalence 
classes generated by those elements in L,(S) which are O-measurable, i.e., 
M(U) = {x E H; 3 an e-measurable y(m) E x}, 
Thus x E M(0) if and only if there exists an o-measurable function 
y(.) EL,(S) such that y(s) = X(S) for m-a.e. s E S. 
LEMMA Al. Al(&) is a subspace of H. 
Proof. Clearly M(0) is nonempty since the function which is identically 
zero on S is U-measurable. It is also clear that M(G) is a linear manifold since 
linear operations preserve measurability. 
To show that M(6) is closed, let (x,~ , n = 1, 2,...} C M(0), x E H and 
suppose 11 .x, - .X I/ - 0 as n - 03. For each n = 1, 2 ,..., take x~(.) to be 
O-measurable. Now 
;z \ I zc,(s) - x(s)]” nz(ds) = 0, 
- s 
and it follows that there exists a subsequence {nk} C {n} such that 
x(s) = p% x+(s) for m-a.e. s E S. 
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Since x,,(.) is O-measurable for each k = 1,2,..., it then follows that there 
exists an C-measurable function x’(.) such that x’(s) = x(s) for m-a.e. s E S. 
But this implies x E M(O), and hence M(O) is closed in H. 
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